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DEFINICIÓ
The celebration of a Halloween party
DESCRIPCIÓ DE LA BONA PRÀCTICA
1. DESTINATARIS (nivell educatiu, cicle..)
All the Primary Stage students.
2. PUNT DE PARTIDA
We celebrate enthusiasticaly different festivities through out the course. The
idea was to introduce this celebration in the afternoon before All Saints Day
celebrating it along side la Castanyada.
3. OBJECTIUS
-

To participate in the decoration of the school.

-

To do different Hallowwen activities adapted to each level.

-

To participate in the preparation of the party.

-

To celebrate the party actively.

4. DESENVOLUPAMENT DE L’EXPERIÈNCIA
First we decorated the school with Halloween displays.
1st Cycle- Dracula and Ghost craft.
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2 nd Cycle- We made an enormous pumpkin to hang in the school hall, and
we made paper maché bats to hang in the corridor.
3rd cycle- We made paper maché pumpkins to hang in the corridor.
Then we did different activities related to this festivity.
Next we thought of 10 halloween party games. The 5th level students prepared
the signs for the ten games with the number of the game, the name and a
picture. The 3rd cycle students worked together to prepare the necessary
materials for the games. The 6th level students were the responsible for
carrying out the games. We prepared how to play the games, and they carried
them out the day of the party. This day the students of the stage, played
together in 10 mixed level groups.
5. TEMPORITZACIÓ
Two weeks before the party and the afternoon before the 31st October.
6. RECURSOS HUMANS I MATERIALS
The students, the English teacher and the other teachers in my cycle and also the
parents (they helped make the decarations and during the day of the party).
7. CRITERIS D’AVALUACIÓ
When we finished the celebration the teachers in school filled in

the evaluation

form of the Halloween activities eg.: organisation, participation of the students,
teachers and parents and so on.
VALORACIÓ I CONCLUSIONS
I felt satisfied when the party finished because although it was hard work, the
students enjoyed it very much. They really had a nice afternoon playing the games
and it was nice to see almost the whole school celebrating this activity together, and
also having fun. The oldest students liked to be the most important people in the
party.
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